Behavioral deficits in cats following early selected visual exposure to contours of a single orientation.
The ability of adult cats, whose early visual experience was confined to contours of a single orientation (either vertical or horizontal), to resolve gratings of different orientations was studied by operant methods. Following selective visual exposure during part or all of the first 4 months of life, the cats were trained on a simultaneous discrimination between gratings of various orientations and blank fields of the same mean luminance. The spatial frequency of the gratings was systematically altered in order to obtain an estimate of acuity based upon extrapolation to chance levels of performance. Selectively deprived cats performed as well as normally reared cats on gratings having the same orientation as that of the stripes they saw as kittens, but their performance on gratings orthogonal to these was poorer. The deficits in acuity for gratings perpendicular to the experienced orientation varied between 0.26 and 0.87 of an octave. On the other hand, control cats whose early visual experience alternated between vertical and horizontal stripes, or who were reared in an environment containing randomly oriented contours, failed to show any difference in their acuity for vertical and horizontal gratings. The acuity deficits shown by the selectively deprived animals are long-standing since they remain unchanged even after 30 months of normal visual exposure. It is argued that these perceptual deficits are a consequence of the changes in cortical physiology that other investigators have described in cats who had undergone similar early visual deprivation. Taken together, these findings provide a basis for explaining a number of human perceptual disorders.